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Nigel The Sneezledoozer.
$5  
 / month


Join




Show more

Nigel likes to shout about how much he loves his friends. Nigel's reward earns you a follow back on the social media platform of your choice, be it Twitter, Facebook or Instagram. Just let me know your username and we all stay connected accross various social medias.

This also gives you access to all of my wip images that you won't find anywhere else!! 

This now includes the ZOMBIE DAVE tier !!

Zombie Dave welcomes you to Patreon by letting you access all of the 
"Patreons only" posts. Like the brain dead undead himself, this reward 
may seem simple, but is essential to our adventure.

The Zombie Dave reward is also unlocked by unlocking any other tier.
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The Mighty Bones.
$12  
 / month


Join




The mighty Bones may not be as tall as Dwayne, but he is almost as awesome. As such The Bones Tier offers you a signed A5 print mailed out to you every month. A5 prints are Patreon Exclusive and can not be bought at conventions.
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Dwayne Hickenbottom!
$23  
 / month


Join




The Dwayne Hickenbottom reward earns you the gift of a signed A3 print mailed out to you every month. What could it be of? I'm not telling. It's a surprise every month.
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